
The Roaring 20’s

Essential Questions:
What difficulties did Americans have adjusting 

to peace after the war?
What factors sparked prosperity of the 1920s?



Adjusting to Peace 1919-1921

• Americans returned to 
isolationism in foreign affairs
– Refused to become involved in 

other disputes

• Government stopped wartime 
spending
– Soldiers no jobs
– Factories closed and converted 

to civilian production
– Farmers lost markets in Europe

• TEMPORARY ECONOMIC 
RECESSION (downturn) until 
1921!



The Red Scare

• End of World War I brought fears of 
Communists, Anarchists, and immigrants

• Communist revolutionaries, led by Valdimir
Lenin, seized power in Russia

– Threatened to spread their revolution

• Wave of Labor strikes hit United States—
created Atmosphere of Panic! THE RED 
SCARE!!!!!!!!!



Red Scare

• Palmer Raids
– January 1919: Italian anarchist set 

off bomb outside the home of 
Attorney General Mitchell Palmer

– Was one bombing in series of eight 
other American cities

– Attorney General Palmer believed 
there was a radical plot to 
overthrow government

– Ordered round up of 4,000 
suspects in several cities without 
warrants
• J.Edgar Hoover directed raids
• Palmer arrested men—most suspects 

later released, 600 deported! 



The Sacco and Vanzetti Case
• The anti-communist hysteria 

affected immigrants
• Two Italian Immigrants—Nicola 

Sacco and Bartolomeo Vanzetti, 
committed murder during 
robbery
– Allegedly committed to obtain 

funds for anarchist revolution
– Evidence was insufficient
– Pressure from world to release… 

America didn’t want to seem 
weak

– Sacco and Vanzetti executed—
supporters of innocence believe 
it was due to their anarchist 
views! 



Use Passage to answer question

“We were tried during a time when there was…resentment and hate against 
the foreigner, and it seems to me—I am positive, that you have done 
all…that was in your power in order to agitate, still more the passion of 
the jurors, the prejudice of the jurors, against us… But my conviction is 
that I have suffered not fo things that I am guilty of. I am suffering because 
I am a radical and indeed I am a radical; I have suffered because I was an 
Italian and indeed I am an Italian; I have suffered more for my family than 
for myself…”

1. According to Vanzetti, why was he found guilty at his trial? 

1. The executions of Sacco and Vanzetti in the 1920s demonstrated the—
a. federal government’s war on crime
b. corruption of political machines
c. expression of nativism
d. the persistence of lynchings



This cartoon is from 
the 1920s…. It shows 
attempts of the 
United States 
government to deal 
with the issue of—

a. Foreign trade
b. Transportation 

gridlocks
c. Immigration
d. Migrant workers



Rise of Nativism and Racism

• Red Scare, anarchist bombings and 
Sacco/Vanzetti case contributed to 
rise of NATIVISM! 
– White Protestants were superior

• New restrictions on immigration
– Quota system

• Great Migration of African 
Americans from South led to 
increased racial tensions after WWI

• KKK, dead for decades, found new 
life in 1915
– Hostile to immigrants, Catholics, Jews 

and African Americans
– Worst riot occurred in Chicago (38 

killed)
– Lynching also continued in South



Three Republican Presidents

Harding, Coolidge and Hoover

• Republicans took over White House in the 20’s

• Remain in power for 12 years

• oversaw prosperity of 20’s and arrival of 
Great Depression

• Supported laissez-faire



Republican Policies Favoring Business

• High Protective Tariffs—Congress passed  tariffs 
that protected U.S. manufacturers
– Hawley-Smoot Tariff Act raised tariffs to highest in 

history! 

• Lower Taxes on Wealthy and Corporations
– Congress slashed taxes on the rich and corporate 

profits (larger burden on average earner)

• Lax Enforcement of Antitrust Laws
– Lax in regulating business, large number of business 

mergers took place



Inaugural address 1921

“We must seek readjustment with care and courage. We must strive 
for normalcy to reach stability… The forward course of the business 
cycle is unmistakable. Peoples are turning from destruction to 
production. Industry has sensed the changed order and is turning to 
resume their normal, onward way. The call is for productive 
America to go on. I speak for administrative efficiency, for lightened 
tax burdens, for sound commercial practices, for adequate credit 
facilities, for sympathetic concern for all agricultural problems, for 
the omission of unnecessary interference of government with 
business, for an end to government’s experiment in business, and 
for more efficient business in government administration.” 

How did Harding intend to return Americans to “normalcy”? 



Warren Harding

• “RETURN TO NORMALCY”
– Less ambitious foreign policy
– More emphasis on peacetime 

production and prosperity at home

• Harding’s Presidency
– Refused to join League of Nations after 

war
– Enacted high tariffs
– Lowered taxes
– Restricted immigration
– Supported anti-lynching
– Resisted anti-semitism (anti-Jew)



WEAKNESS OF HARDING

• TEAPOT DOME SCANDAL
– Harding appointed 

personal friends
• Dishonest! 

– One of them leased oil-
rich government lands at 
Teapot Dome, Wyoming, 
to two friends in exchange 
for personal bribes

– Charles Forbes (Harding 
appointment) stole 
millions from the 
construction of hospitals 
for returning war veterans



The Coolidge Administration

• Calvin Coolidge 
– Symbolized old-fashioned values 

of honesty and thrift

– Pro-business “the business of 
America is business”

– Earned credit for much of 
business expansion of 20’s

– “Silent Cal” –wasn’t seen much! 

– Some accused him of 
encouraging the over-speculation 
that resulted in a crash in 1929



The Hoover Administration
• “Rugged Individualism”

– Impressed by achievements in business 
in raising American living standards

– Individuals were given equal 
opportunities, a free education, and a 
will to succeed

– Rugged individualism spurred progress
– Too much government interference in 

business would undermine the nation’s 
prosperity
• increasing corruption
• smothering initiative
• extinguishing opportunity
• “drying up the spirit of liberty and 

progress”



Factors Underlying the Prosperity of 
the 1920s

• Rise of the Automobile
– Affected all aspects of American life

• Production required new industries
• Jobs
• Families—vacation, growth of suburbs, school 

buses

• Henry Ford
– Engineer/early automobile manufacturer
– Goal: build cars everyone could afford
– Model T in 1905—assembly line
– 1.6 million cars a year… less than $300
– 1925… one car off assembly line every 10 

seconds!!!!!



Uneven Prosperity

• Wealth was highly concentrated

• 1929– the top 0.1% had combined income equal 
to bottom 42% of people

• Top group controlled 1/3 of savings, while others 
had no savings
– Farmers faced lower incomes due to overproduction

– Railroads suffered to compete with cars

– Textile workers had lower wages because of foreign 
competition

– Minority groups faced discrimination



More Efficient Production Techniques

• Remarkable improvements in manufacturing efficiency
– Ford introduced electric conveyor belts to his assembly lines
– Production was 6x faster

• Spread to other industries!!!
• Consumers benefited from lower prices
• Skilled workers no longer needed



Rise of Other Industries

• 1920s—many new 
discoveries and 
inventions
– Improved motors
– Trans-atlantic telephone
– Household appliances: 

vacuum, refrigerator, 
toaster

– Radio and motion 
pictures

– Use of oil and natural gas

• Provided JOBS! 



The Rise of Other New Industries

• Glenn Curtiss
– First airplane—flown by Wright 

Brothers in 1902
– 1908 Glenn Curtiss designed a 

seaplane or “hydroplane” that 
could take off and land on 
water

– His landing marked birth of U.S. 
naval aviation

– Constructed first plane to cross 
the Atlantic Ocean for US Navy 
in 1919



Age of Mass Consumption

• Witnessed new patterns of consumption—
mass markets for goods

• Advertisements stimulated demand, while 
workers with higher wages and more leisure 
time had greater purchasing power

• Retailers developed BUYING ON CREDIT—
small down payments to take item home
– Consumers able to buy more expensive goods

• Washing machines, furniture, jewelry, automobiles



Speculation Boom

• Speculation—the purchase of any item, not 
for personal use, but in hope of selling it at 
higher price

• Spread of speculation in stocks and real 
estate

• New industries, improved production 
techniques, and expansion of markets led to 
stock market climb


